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ABSTRACT

The popularity of memes as a form of art and social 
medium has grown dramatically in the recent years. 
Memes allow great creativity and due to their huge 
usability draw global interest and millions of views.

AngryKitty is a decentralized meme coin that is intended 
to contribute in social and art movement and bring joy to 
its community. The token is called ANGRYK and is 
distributed equally between Ethereum (ERC-20) and 
Binance (BSC20) Smart Chain Networks.



MEME

BACKGROUND
The term meme was coined by Richard Dawkins 
originating from his 1976 book ‘The Selfish Gene’. By 
definition, meme  is an idea, behavior or style that 
spreads from person to person and carries symbolic 
meaning representing a particular idea or theme. 

Meme term became more popular with the Internet era 
in 2009-2010. In 2020 DEFI and Non-Fungible Token 
(NFT) were born and boosted the progressive movement 
into technology and creativity. In the NFT world both, the 
technology and creativity, go hand-in-hand as they lead 
to inspired minds and  financial wealth. 

+



WHAT IS 

ANGRYKITTY

AngryKitty (ANGRYK) aims to be the most amusing 
meme token out there and bring its community into the 
NFT world for fun and profits. AngryKitty (ANGRYK) is 
created to bring joy, increase creativity and take 
advantage of the NFT world and Gaming. The team 
behind the project works in close partnerships with 
established world leaders in the gaming industry and 
plan to develop a variety of games based on the 
AngryKitty main character in NFT, Metaverse and other 
spaces. 



+

AngryKitty is our fun character who got very pissed off 
by all the dogs around. It’s time for a cat to show up 
and teach everybody a lesson – who is the real kickass 
boss in the playground. AngryKitty’s mission is to 
confront and destroy all the dogs one by one taking 
over their market kingdoms.

WHO IS

ANGRYKITTY



ANGRYK is a token that allows the community to unleash 
their inspiration and take part in the NFT world and 
Gaming. Community members can join in shaping the 
future of AngryKitty on the battlefield by participating in 
meme community contests. 

AngryKitty has a fixed supply of 1 quadrillion and two 
ANGRYK tokens. 1 quadrillion is divided equally between 
Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain networks. 50% of the 
total supply is locked for safekeeping. Starting from 2025 
the locked supply will be gradually used to support 
global charity campaigns. To ensure long-term success 
and stability only a small part of the locked ANGRYK 
tokens will be incrementally vested per year and utilized 
for charity. That’s how AngryKitty will establish a healthy 
balance between its ecosystem security and the ability to 
empower the largest crypto donation to support charity 
worldwide.



TOKEN DETAILS 
+

Token Symbol ANGRYK

Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000,002

Tokens for Public Sale and Burn 45%

Tokens for Charity and Burn 50%

Growth & Development 5%



NFT AND ART 

PROGRAM

AngryKitty was founded by a team of cool cats and 
crypto enthusiasts who want to encourage 
creativity and at the same time make the world a 
better place for all species.

AngryKitty (ANGRYK) aims to be the funniest 
meme token and bring its community into the NFT 
world for fun and profits. AngryKitty is created to 
bring joy, increase creativity and take advantage of 
the NFT world and Gaming. AngryKitty (ANGRYK)  
memes are created in the form of NFT collectables. 

AngryKitty Art program helps the community to 
reveal their inspiration and participate in AngryKitty
community meme movement which is manifested 
through NFT-based artwork. The art form can be 
illustrations or movies that represent our fun and 
charming character AngryKitty in the battlefield. 
AngryKitty Art program holds monthly based 
community art contests. The meme with most likes 
wins a prize of ANGRYK tokens worth $100. The 
winner becomes part of our unique NFT 
collectables.

The fundraising from community NFT sales will be 
distributed for charity focused in three main cause 
areas – children's health, climate change and 
animal welfare.



CARE 

PROGRAM

AngryKitty (ANGRYK) focuses on the movement to 
care and try to make the world a better place for all 
species. AngryKitty has locked 50% of the total 
supply to granularly vest and utilize for charity in 
three main cause areas – children's health, climate 
change and animal welfare.



EXCLUSIVE

EXCHANGES

+

AngryKitty (ANGRYK) is now exclusively available on PankakeSwap v2

+ More Coming Soon!



CONNECT WITH US
+

angrykittytoken.com

facebook.com/angrykittytoken

twitter.com/angrykittytoken

instagram.com/angrykittynft

t.me/angrykittytoken



DISCLAIMER



SELF-ASSESSMENT 
OF SOPHISTICATED 
PURCHASER

AngryKitty (ANGRYK) token should be undertaken only by 
individuals, entities, or companies that have significant 
experience with, and understanding of, the usage and 
intricacies of cryptographic tokens, like Binance Coin (BNB), 
and block-chain based software systems. Purchasers should 
have functional understanding of storage and transmission 
mechanisms associated with other meme tokens. Further 
purchasers will undertake self-assessment on their 
knowledge and understanding of financial contracts, smart 
contracts and financial derivatives. Only individuals, entities, 
or companies that fully understand the functionalities, 
capacities and constraints of the AngryKitty (ANGRYK) 
token should proceed and purchase it.

AngryKitty (ANGRYK) token should be undertaken only by 
individuals, entities, or companies that have significant 
experience with, and understanding of, the usage and 
intricacies of cryptographic tokens, like Binance Coin (BNB), 
and block-chain based software systems. Purchasers should 
have functional understanding of storage and transmission 
mechanisms associated with other meme tokens. Further 
purchasers will undertake self-assessment on their 
knowledge and understanding of financial contracts, smart 
contracts and financial derivatives. Only individuals, entities, 
or companies that fully understand the functionalities, 
capacities and constraints of the AngryKitty (ANGRYK) token 
should proceed and purchase it.

PRICE VOLATILITY 

DISCLAIMER



LIABILITY 

DISCLAIMER

Purchasing AngryKitty (ANGRYK) token entails a number of 
risks concerning its valuation, safekeeping and continuous 
access to technical infrastructure (access to Internet, online 
exchange account, etc.). Users expressly acknowledge and 
represent that they fully understand that the token may 
experience volatility in pricing, liquidity, technical access, 
data breaches and will not seek to hold the issuer liable for 
any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential 
damages arising from, or in any way connected to, the 
purchase of AngryKitty (ANGRYK) token. As such the issuer 
will not be held liable for any damages that may arise from 
any lawful actions it undertakes. The lawful actions will be 
determined based on the legislation in force of the 
jurisdiction of the issuers corporate registration.

When purchasing the AngryKitty (ANGRYK) token users 
acknowledge that they fully understand that they are solely 
responsible for any tax reporting and payment, levies or 
similar dues to tax authorities of their respective jurisdiction. 
Users will not seek to hold the issuer liable for any losses or 
any special, incidental, or consequential damages arising 
from, or in any way connected to, the purchase of AngryKitty 
(ANGRYK) token as far as taxation issues are concerned.

Users acknowledge that they fully understand that the details 
of their dealings, accounts and trading history information 
may be shared by the with the tax and law enforcement 
authorities that request them via legal and legitimate means 
in connection to a criminal activity.

TAXATION 

DISCLAIMER

+



LET THE 

WAR BEGIN


